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Introduction 
A cone in !Rn 
+ 
- l -
corresponds to a normal n-dimensional 
affine toric variety Spec k[A]. Here k is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic 0, A= o n ~n and k[A] is the 
semigroup ring of A over k. (See [o] chapter I.). To solve the 
moduli problem for such toric varieties, one must compute.the 
Andre algebra cohomology Hi(k,k[A]; k[A]) ( i =0 , l , 2 ) . ( See [ L ] • ) 
The first part of this paper includes an explicit description of 
H0 (k,k[A]; k(A]) = Derk(k(A]) when A is simplicial. 
If n=2, then all cones are simplicial. Let m1 
generate o and choose two positive integers m and n. The 
results of Part I are used in Part II to find all first order 
deformations of 
m•m1 n•m 2 Spec(k(A]/(! +! )), lying on the toric 
surface. (This notion: "deformations lying on", will be made 
precise.) The results generalize well known facts about quasi-
homogeneous plane curves. The interest for such curves originated 
from trying to use Newton filtration methods ((K]) to deform 
affine plane curves. 
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Part I. 
1. The generating paralellotope of a simplicial cone. 
In this paper a subset iR n t1 c. + is called a cone if there 
s 
exist m11 ... 1ms E 2~ such that cr = { L a . m . I a 1 , ... 1 a EJR+} • If '1J.J. n J.= 
the m. are irredundant and each m. is primitive, then they are ]. ]. 
uniquely determined by t1 and are called the fundamental genera-
tors of cr. The cone 0 is sinplicial if its fundamental genera-
tors are R linearly independent. \~ will only regard simplicial 
cones with fundamental generators m1 1 •• 'lmn organized so that 
det(m1 1 ... 1mn) > 0. 
Let A = cr n an 
+ 
o. Define p* by 
be the sub-semigroup of 
n 
~n associated to 
+ 
p* = { L a.m. I a. E12 and 0 < a. 
. ,].]. l ]. < 1 } • ].= 
The gene:rating parallellotope of A is P = p* n A. Any point in 
A can be uniquely written as 
n 
a+ I r.m. 
i=l l l 
where a E P and the r. are non-negative integers. 
l 
n/ Consider the torus group T = R <~ 1 , .. 'lmn> and the injec-
tive map v: P ~ T. There is a unique group structure on P such 
that v becomes a homomorphism, i.e the group addition is vector 
addition modulo <m 11 ... 1mn>. The order of P is d = 
det(m 11 ... ,mn). If a E P1 set v(a) = a and 
-1 -1 --1 
a =v (a ) EP. 
Each face of t1 can be viewed as simplicial cone in a lower 
,dimensional real space. Intersecting P with a face of cr gives 
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thus a subgroup of P. Of course -1 a must be in the smallest 
face containing a. Define a.: P ~ {0, 1 }, i=1, ... ,n, by the rela-
l 
tion 
-1 
a + a 
n 
= L a.(a) 
. 1 l l= 
• m. 
l 
The geometrical meaning of a. is the following: (m. , ... ,m.), 
l 11 lk 
2 ~ k < n, generate the smallest face of a containing a if and 
only if ai (a) = 1 for i E {i1 , ••• ,ik} and 
i E { 1 , 2, ••• , n }- { i 1 , ••• , ik} · 
a. (a) = 0 
l 
Define linear maps ~i: A~ Z+' i=l, ... ,n, by 
for 
Each ~. induces a group·homornorphism v.: P ~ ~/<d>i ~.(a)= 
·l l k 
v.(a) (mod(d)). Notice that ~.(·a)+ ~.(a- 1 )=cr.(a) •d, so ~.(a)=O 
l l l l l 
if and only if· a.(a) = 0. It follows from the definition of P 
l 
that for all a E P 
n 
a = L 
i=1 
• m. 
l 
Since --1 ~. (0) 
l 
are the elements of p which are in the span 
of m1 , ... ,mi-l, mi+l, ... ,mn' P is cyclic if there exists a codi-
* mension 1 face of P that has no integral points other than 0. 
- -If a + b = c, there must be p.(a,b) E {0,1} such that 
l 
n 
a + b = c + L p.(a,b)m. 
i=l l l 
These rel~tions define maps p.: P x P ~ {0,1}, i=1, ... ,n. 
l 
ing ~. to the above relation we find for all i=1, ... ,n l 
~.(a)+ ~.(b)= ~.(c)+ p
1
.(a,b)•d 
l l l 
Apply-
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So p.(a,b) = 0 if v . (a) ~ v ' (c) or v.(b) ~ v.(c), and 
~ ~ l l l 
p.(a,b) = 1 otherwise. 
~ 
'ile can also give A a partial ordering: ~-., < f-.2 if there 
exists 1-4EA. such that f..l+ 1-4 = t-. 2 • A minimal element of A will 
always mean a minimal ·element of A = A - { 0} . All the ninimal 
+ 
elements of A., except the fundamental generators, are in P. 
2. The semigroup algebra krAl. 
Let 
be the semigroup algebra of A over k. It is a conic ring in the 
sense of [ K). If a E p set 
m. 
= xa, ( u =1 ) , and ~ u z. = X 
a - 0 ~ -
Give indices i=O,l, ... ,d-1 such that P = {a 0 ,a 1 , ... ,ad-l} and 
a = 0. rhe preceeding remarks show that 0 
k[A] = k[u ,u , ... ,u ,z 1 , ... ,z] a 1 a 2 ad-l n 
and that all monomials in k [A] can be uniquely 'N!'i tten as 
n r. 
u 
a 
l IT z. 
' 1 ~ l= 
for an a E P and non-negative integers r .. He call 
l 
this the normal form of a monomial in k[A]. This shows that k[A] 
is finitely generated as a k[z 1 , ... ,zn] module. Notice that 
k[z 1 , ... ,zn] is a free k algebra. 
If k[u 1 , ... ,ud_1 ,z 1 , ... ,zn] is the free k algebra with 
d-l+n indeterminates, we have a natural epimorphism 
lj>: k(U, ~] ~ k[A]i lj>(U.) = u , ij>(Z.) = z .. (Sonetimes it will be 
1 a. ~ ~ 
l 
more convenient to write U for U . if a=a .. ) 
a ~ 1 
where 
d-1 
d-1 
d-1 
f = TI 
i=1 
L r.a. = 
' 1 J. l. J.= 
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r. n s. 
u.1.- u. n z.1. 
l. l.o · 1 l. 
n 
}. s .m .• 
' 1 J. J. l.= 
J.= 
~~ continue with induction on N = 
}. r .. If 
' 1 l. J.= 
N=2 then f is obviously one of the Fa
1
b' Again let 
k be the smallest integer such that and find 
non negative integers 
Then 
d-1 
( rk -1 ) ak + }. 
i=k+1 
such that 
n 
r.a. =a.+ 2. y.m. 
l. l. Jo . i=1 l. J. 
a. E P 
Jo 
rk-1 d-1 r. n y. n y. 
and 
f = U k ( U k TI U . l.- U . TI Z . J. ) + TI Z . l.F 
i=k+1 J. Jo i=1 J. i=l 1 ~ ,aj 0 
and the proposition is proved. a 
This presentation of k[A] involves many redundant indeter-
minants u. 
J. 
and generators of ker~, but it does give a normal 
form for the generating relations in k[A] and as such is appro-
priate for our purposes. 
3. Derivations of krAl. 
If f E k[A] then f can be written as f = 
d-1 
}. u f . ( z 1 1 • • • , z ) where . 1 a. 1. n J.= l. 
d-1 
represenative "'p = }. U . f. ( Z 1 , ... 1 Z ) i=l l. J. n 
~ ( ~~ . ) and fz . = ~ ( ~~ . ) . 
J. J. J. 
and write f = a. 
J. 
Proposition 2. Let M be a k[A] module and suppose no monomial 
in k[A] is a zero divisor for ~1 .. A k-linear map D: k[A] + M 
is a derivation (i.e. DE Derk(k[A],M)) if and only if 
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n 
i) D (f) Lf D(z.) 
. 1 z. ~ ~= ~ 
for all f E k[A] 
and 
n Q'.(a) 
ii) d u _1D(ua) = 
a 
}, v.(a) II z.J D(z.) for all a E P- { 0} . 
i=1 ~ j :f:i J ~ 
Proof. Assume first that D E Derk(k[A],t-1). Condition i) is 
straight from the definition of a derivaiton. Recall that da = 
n 
}, v.(a)m. 
. 1 ~ ~ for a E P, so 
n v. (a) 
~ 
= rr z. 
. 1 ~ 
. Apply the derivation 
~= ~= 
D and obtain, 
d ud- 1D(u ) = 
a a 
n v.(a) v.(a)-1 
,. J ~ !. v.(a)( II z. )z. D(z.) 
i=l ~ j :f:i J ~ ~ 
The right side makes sense since vi(a)-1 < 0 if and only if 
v.(a) = 0. Combining the functions v. and 0'· we find ~ ~ ~ 
( d-1 ) a 
n , 
= a-
1 + }, (v.(a)-a.(a))m .. 
. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~= 
Since v.(a)- O'.(a) > 0 for all a E P, we have 
~ ~ 
n v.(a)-Q'.(a) n v.(a)- 1 
J:. ~ ( ) ,. ( ) ~ ' du 1 II z. D u = 1. v. a z. -.1~ a '1~ ~ a ~= ~= 
v . (a.) 
II z.J D(z.). 
'+' J 1. J ,.~ 
Since v;(a) -1- (v.(a)-a.(a)) = a.(a)- 1 < 0 only if v;(a) = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
n v.(a)-a.(a) 
0, we can factor out II z ~ ~ and get condition ii). 
i=1 
Assume that D satisfies i) and ii). He must prove that D 
is well defined, i.e. that 
n pi(a,b) 
D(uaub) = D(u II z. ) 
c. 1 ~ ~= 
- -where a + b = c, since Proposition says that these are the 
generating relations in k[AJ.. Choose a and 
s et p . = p . ( a , b ) . Now 
~ ~ 
'~'. 
b in P-{o} and 
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p . p . 0 . 
D(u ub-u ITz.~)=u D(u, )+ubD(u )-D(u )IIz.~-()'p.u IT z. JD(z.)) 
a c ~ a o a c ~ ~ ~c.~. ~ 
~ J-r~ 
since p. - 1 < 0 if and only if p. = o. 
~ ~ 
-1 -1 n Notice that c + a = b + Y (p.+cr. (c)-cr. (b) )m. and that 
.-1 ~ ~ l ~ 
~= 
p. + cr.(c) - cr. (b) ) 0. tvlul tiplying ( *) with du 
-1 then gives ~ ~ ~ 
c 
us 
p.; + crl.. ( c)-cr.; (b) p . + cr . ( c ) - cr . ( a ) 
d u _
1 
IT .... ~ ( ) + d IT z . ~ l. ~ D ( u ) 
z i D ub u -1 ~ a 
b i a i 
p. p. n cr.(c) 
- d u _ 1 IIz . 
1 D ( u ) - L p . d II z . J II z . J D ( z . ) 
c i l. c i ~ j:fi J j=1 J l. 
Using condition ii) this becomes 
p .+ cr. (c) p.+cr. (.c)-cr. (b) 
J ~ l. ~ ~ 
p .+cr. (c)-cr. (a) 
~ ~ ~ L IT 
i j·:fi 
z. D(z.)(v.(b)z. + v.(a) 
"] l. ~ ~ ~ z. ~ 
since v . (a) = 0 if l. 
p.+cr.(c) 
( ~ ~ v. c) z. 
l. l. 
cr.(c) 
~ 
- p.d z. ) 
~ ~ 
and only if cr. (a) = 0 we must have 
l. 
p .+cr. (c)-cr. (a) 
~ l. l. 
p.+cr.(c)-1 o.+cr.(c)-cr.(b) 
l. l. 'l. l. l. 
v.(a)z. 
~ ~ 
= v.(a)z. v.(b)z. 
l. ~ ~ ~ = 
p .+cr. (c)-1 
l. l. 
'J.(b)z. 
~ l. 
and 
p.+cr.(c) p.+cr.(c)-1 
l. ~ l. ~ 
v.(c)z. = v.(c)z. 
~ ~ l. ~ 
vve can 
p.+cr.(c)-1 
therefore factor ~ l. z. 
l. out of the parenthesis in the i'th 
summand and are left with 
If p .= 0 
l. 
1 -p' 
v.(b) + v.(a)- v.(c)- p.d z. 1 
l. l. l. l. l. 
then 
1-p. 
l. p.d z. = p.d 
l. l. l. and if p .= l. then P idzi 
1 -p . 
~ 
~ p.•d, so(**) equals v.(b) + v.(a)- v.(c)- p.d which were-
1. l. l. l. l. 
call is zero. a 
= 
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Since k[A] is an integral domain and char k=O, Derk(k[A]) 
n 
is isomorphic to a submodule of e k[A]. (One shows that 
i=1 
D + (D(z 1) ,D(z 2 ), •.• ,D(zn)) is injective, remembering that k[A] 
is integral over k[z 1 , ... ,zn].) We shall give an explicit des-
cription of this submodule. 
~.fu en the module tvi of Proposition 2 is k[A] itself, then 
condition ii) reduces to 
cr .(a) 
r v. (a) rr z.J D(z.) E (u 
-1 ) 
i ~ . *. J ~ J ~ a 
for all a E P- { 0} . 
Lenuna 1 . Let Ol i,a C:: k[A) be the ideal generated by z. ~ and 
those ub such that vi (b) ) vi(a). If A. ~ E k[A), i=1, ... ,n, 
then 
n crj(a) 
~ v. (a) II z. A . E (u 
-1 ) i=1 ~ j:f:i . J . ~ a 
if and only if 
~ { ( 1 ) if v. (a) = 0 ~ A. E if v. (a) > 0 ~ q. -1 ~ ~,a 
for all i=1, ... ,n. 
Proof. First we prove that 
n crj(a) f v.(a) IT z. A. E (u _ 1 ) if i=1 ~ j :Fi J ~ a 
and only if 
cr.(a) 
B.; = v . (a) II z . J A. E ( u _ 1 ) 
... ~ ..... J ~ a J .,.~ 
for all i=1 I • • • In • 
Assume that the sum is an element of (u _1 ), but that for example 
a 
Bk is not. Then ak(a) * 0 and Bk has a monomial 
n rj crj(a) 
ub II z . II z . 
j=1 J j =Fi J 
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which is not in 
n a.(a) 
( u _1 ) . He must have 
a 
r = 0 k 
since u -lua = 
a 
II z .J E 
j=1 J 
(u _1 ). This ~onomial must be killed 
a 
by some other Bi' but that is impossible since zk is a factor 
in all other B. where 
~ 
v.(a) > 0. 
~ 
It is therefore enough to check the condition of the lemma 
for each B .. Fix a k E {1, ••• ,n}. If v.(a) = 0 then of course 
~ ~ 
Ak can be 
crk (a) =1 ) . 
anything so assume that v.(a) > 0 (and therefore 
~ 
cr.(c) 
Of course zk IT z .J = 
j:fk J 
n cr.(c) 
IT z .J 
j=l J 
= u _ 1ua E (u _1 ). If 
a a 
b E P -1 and vk(b) :> vk(a ), then we can find c E P such that 
cr.(a) = 0 
J 
_, 
and pk(a ;c) = o. 
-1 implies pj(a ,c) = 
Now :> 0, since 
0. Thus 
cr.(a) 
·rr J ub z. = u 1 u 
cr.(a)=p .(a- 1 ,c) 
rrz.J J E (u _,). 
a j:J:k J - c a j :j:k J 
It follows that if Ak E a _1 k,a 
then Bk E (u _1 ). 
a 
If Bk E ( u _1 ) 
a 
and Ak ~ 07. _1 then Ak must have a k,a 
r. 
~ 
ubrrzi with monomial r = 0 and k 
be a monomial g E k(A] such that 
r.+cr.(a) 
ub IT z .J J = gu _1 j:fk J a 
But since the normal form for monomials in k[AJ. is unique, 
s. 
~ g = u rrz. 
c ~ 
gers. Now 
where a-1 + c = b 
-1 pk..(a , c) = 1 since 
and the s. are nonnegative inte-
~ 
-1 
vk(b) < vk(a ) and zk is a 
factor in gu _1 . Contradiction. a 
a 
Summing up Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 we have proved the following 
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Theorem. Derk(k[A]) is isomorphic to the submodule 
n 
e( n G1.i,a) 
i=l aEP 
v.(a):fO 
~ 
Proof. Since 
cr.(a) 
rv.(a) IT z.J D(z.) E (u _ 1 ) i ~ j :fi J ~ a 
n ~ D ( z i) E aEP 
-1 • But since v . (a) = 
v . (a) :fO i,a ~ 
~ 
-1 0 exchange for -1 v.(a ) = we can a a . 
~ 
Part II 
1. Deformations of subschemes 
for all a E ~-{o}, 
0 if and only if 
0 
A detailed and rigid treatment of the following informal 
remarks can be found in [L] chapter 4. Let Y be an affine 
scheme over a field k (k algebraically closed) and X a sub-
scheme of Y. Let R be a local Artin k algebra. A deformation 
of X on Y to R is a commutative diagram 
a: 
YxSpec(R) 
~ ST R----r p 
X y 
I 
Spec k 
where i is the inclusion, p is the canonical imbedding, a: is 
any closed imbedding and ~ is a deformation of X to R (i.e. 
XR x Spec k ~ X 
Spec R and ~ flat over Spec R). Two such deforrna-
tions ~ and XR are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism 
XR+ XR inducing the identity on X. Define 
Def ( R) 
(X~Y} 
- 1 2 -
= {isomorphism classes of 
deformations of X on y to R} 
Suppose now that X= Spec A, Y = Spec B and A=B/(f) for some 
fEB. Following Laudal [L] the deformations of A as a B-algebra 
to k[E] are classified by H1 (B,A;A). Now H 1 (B,A;A)~Hom 8 ((f),A) 
which is isomorphic to A by associating ~ E Hom8 ((f),A) with 
~(f). In our case, two deformations XR and XR are isomorphic 
even though 
does not commute. When R = k[E] such isomorphisms are measured 
exactly by Derk(B,A). Identifying Hl(B,A;A) with A, we aquire 
the·module classifying Def{X=Y}(k[E]): 
A/{D(f) IDE Derk(B,A)} 
Notice that when B = k [~] and A = k [_!] / (f) we get the \vell 
known Tl for hypersurfaces, k[~J/(f,~! ·' ... ,~!). 
1 n 
2. The curves C on a toric surface 
m,n 
He restrict our attention from now on to 2 dimensional cones 
in R~. All such cones are simplicial. 'i.Jhat's more, the group P 
is cyclic (both - and - isomorphisms) and e1 1 (a)=<J2 (a)=1 v, v2 are 
for all a:J:O in P. The ring k(A). is a complete intersection if 
and only if P- { 0} has only one minimal element ([R J Cor. to 
Satz 4) . Here is a list of easily proven observations which will 
come in handy later. 
Lemma 2 
i) a<b <=> v.(a) < v.(b), i==1,2, 
~ ~ a,b E ·P 
ii) -1 v.(a) = d- v.(a ), i=l,2 
~ ~ 
iii) -1 a < b <=> a > 
a-l is minimal 
-1 b 
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if a,b E P- ( 0}. a is maximal in p <=> 
iv) a and b lie on the same line through the origin if and 
only if v1 (a)v 2 (b) = v2 (a)v 1 (b) 
v) P has only one minimal element if and only if all the ele-
ments of P lie on the same line through the origin. a 
Let t\ a be the member of p such that t\ v v1 (a) = d-1, and let a 
be such that v v2 (a) = d-1. The ideals in the theorem of Part I 
become in the 2 dimensional case: 
n "" 
'""!.; 1, a 
aEP 
and nrn 
aEP 2 'a 
In other words if DE Derk(k[A]) then D(z 1 ) E (z 1 ,ut\) and 
a 
D(z 2 ) E (z 2 ,uy). 
a 
integers (m, n) let f = zm + zn2' 
m,n 1 
A 
m,n 
For any pair of positive 
= k [ A ] / ( f ) and C 
m,n m,n 
= Spec A . Set 
.l"Tl,n X= Spec k[A], the 
toric surface corresponding to k[A]. We are going to compute 
Def{(C cX}(k[e]); that is- find a k basis for 
m,n-
A 
m,n/(D(f )iDEDerk(krA],A )} 
m,n - m,n 
For each pair (m,n) there is a diagonal grading of k[A) 
determined by giving degree nd, z2 degree md and 
degree mv 2 (a) + nv 1 (a) for aEP. Thus fm,n is homogeneous of 
degree mnd and C 
m,n 
is an example of. a quasi-homogeneous curve 
that is not in general a complete intersection. 
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3. Deformatons of C on X 
m,n 
If g E k[A], denote by g its image in A Notice that 
m,n 
A satisfies the restriction on the module N of Proposition 
m,n 
2, so ~~~e have 
{D(f ) ID E Derk(k[A], A ) } = 
m,n m,n 
Since 
f 
m,n 
\vhere 
for all a E P, a: 1 , a: 2 E k [A] } · 
Der 
m,n 
and always define derivations,and 
we can lift to k[A]. That is 
Am,n/ {D.(£ ) jo E Derk(kfA],A ),} "'k[A]/Der . 
m,n - m,n m,n 
for 
all aEP, a: 1 ,a2 E k[A]}. One thecks that 
k [A]. 
Der 
m,n 
is an ideal in 
Definition. An element a in P-{o} satisfies condition L if 
all b < a - 1 lie on the same line throught the origin. 
All maximal elements of P satisfy condition L. If k[A] 
is a complete intersection (i.e. P has only one minimal element), 
then all elements of P-{o} satisfy condition L. 
Proposition 3. If k[A] is not a complete intersection then 
Der 
m,n 
m is generated as an ideal by: z 1, 
m-1 n-1 
ua z 1 z 2 the r:1onomials where a satisfies condition L. 
and 
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If k [A] is a complete intersection then Der 
m,n is generated by 
Proof. First assume k[A) is not a complete intersection and let 
I be the ideal generated by the monomials mentioned in the propo-
sition. To prove that I c Der we must exhibit choices of a1 m,n 
and a 2 that satisfy the conditon in the definition of Der m,n 
m-1 n-1 
and such that mz 1 a 1 + nz 2 equals one of the generators of 
I. The following table gives these choices 
To obtain Choose 
m 1 0 z1 al = -z a2 = m 1 
2 n 0 z2 o:, = 0:2 = - z2 n 
3 m-1 1 0 u "z 1 a, = -u 0:2 = m " a a 
4 n-1 0 1 uvz2 a, = 0:2 = -u n v 
a a 
5 m-1 n-1 n-1 m-1 ua z 1 z2 o:, = Yl ua z2 a2=y2uazl 
a satisfies condition L where 
v2 (b) 
Y1 = mv 2 (b)+nv1 (b) 
v1 (b) 
y2 = (b)+nv2 (b) mv 1 
for all b < -1 a . 
Clearly the choices give us the monomial we wish to obtain. We 
must verify that v1 (c)z 2 ~ 1 + v 2 (c)z 1 ~ 2 E (u _1 ) for all cEP-{0} 
c 
in each case. Cases 1 to 4 are just consequences of the theorem. 
To prove 5 notice first that if v1 (b) • v2 (c) = v1 (c) • v2 (b) 
then 
v2 (b) _ v2 (c) 
mv 2 (b)+nv 1 (b) - mv 2 (b)+nv 1 (b) 
and 
"1 (c) 
= 
m v 2 ( c) +n v 1 ( c) 
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So since a satisfies condition L, Lemma 2 iv) shows that the 
definition of and makes sense. For cEP, set 
. 
-1 -1 If a < c I then a > c (Lemma 2 iii) ) so y2v2(c) - y1 v1 (c) =O 
and gc E (;:; -1 ) . If a < -1 c then Lemma 2 i) says that 
c 
v 1 (a) 
-1 
v 2 (a) 
-1 
either ) v l ·( c ) or ) v 2 (c ). In case Ler:una 1 shows 
- -that g E (u 1 ). c -c 
Suppose now that g E Der 
m,n 
while g ~ I. Then g has a 
monomial that is not in I, so r<m and s<n. On the 
other hand rn-1 n-1 Der c (z 1 ,z 2 ) m,n - so either r=m-1 or s=n-1. If 
r=m-1, then there must exist a 1 , a 2 E k[A] such that 
( i) a = 1 
for some 8. E k, a'. E k(A] (~ =0 ".f s::Fn-1) ~ l 2 
(ii) for all bEP 
for some hb E k [A]. 
There must be a b with for otherwize 
r s m-1 
ua z1 z2 E ( u" z1 ) . For such 
a 
n hbz2 in (ii). This ~plies that s=n-1, so there must exist cEP 
-1 
such that v1 (a) < v 1 (c ) and ( Othenvise a 
would be maximal and 
- 17-
That means that ~ rYl -1 
1 1 C 
and ~ 07.- _1 . At the 2~c 
same time Lemma 1 says that 
n-1 
v1 (c)al 
n-1 E (4. v1 (c)S 1uaz 2 + + hcz2 -1 1 1 C 
m-1 
v2 (c)a2 + h zm-1 
,.. m v2 (c)S 2uaz 1 + c 1 t: -1 21c 
Therefore must be killed by 
-s2 v2 (a) ua + h~ 
s1 v1 (c) = s2 v 2 (c) 
and u 
a 
for all 
is not a monomial in h' 
c 
-1 
c such that a < c . 
or h". So 
c 
That means that 
a satisfies condition L if a=FO, so a=O. But if a=O, then the 
argument above entails that all points in P must lie on the same 
line through the origin contradicting the assumption. (Lemma 2v)). 
The same argument works if we start with s=n-1. 
If k[A] is a complete intersection set 
and 
The coefficients are constant for all cEP-{0} so m-1 n-1 E z 1 z 2 
Der 
m,n 
The argument above proves also in this case that 
We acquire immediately a description of Def{c cX}(k[€]). 
m~n-
Corollary 1. The tangent space of Def{c eX}' 
m~n-
Def{c cX}(k[€]) - k[A]/Der , has a monomial k vector space 
m,n- m1n 
basis consisting of and the monomials of k[A] that are not 
among the following: 
- 18 -
monomials in 
m-1 s 
, s = O,l, ..• ,n-2 u" z 1 z2 
a 
, r = 0, 1 , ... ,m-2 
(Hone if n=1 ) 
(None if rn=l ) 
where a satisfies condition L · 
if k[A] is a complete intersection 
a 
Definition. Define o to be the number of elements a in P-{o} 
such that all elements of P that are smaller then a lie on the 
same line through the origin. 
Using Lemma 2 one sees easily that o also equals the number 
of elements that satisfy condition L. 
Corollary 2. The dimension of the tangent space of 
mnd- m- n- d + 2 if k[A] is a complete intersection and 
mnd- m- n- o + 2 if k[A] is not a complete intersection. 
Proof. Just count up the basis.a 
4. Remarks and examples 
If S is the area of the triangle 0, m•m1 , n•m2 , then 
mnd = 2S. The formulas in Corollary 2 are similar to the formula 
for the Hilnor number of plane affine cu;ves in [K J. ( Hhen A=~.; 
.. 
- 19 -
then di~ k[A]/Der = di~ k[x,y]/(xm- 1 ,ym-1 = mn-m-n-1+2 = 
J< m,n J< 
(m-1 )(n-1) as it should be.) 
If k[A] is a complete intersection, then we can use the 
above results to compute the Milnor number ~(cm,n) as defined in 
[s & G ) . \fuen A has only one minimal element one easily obtains 
so ~X= dimkH 1 (k,k(A]; k[A]) = d-1. On the other hand since 
also is a complete intersection, the short exact sequence 
0 + (f ) -+- k[A] +A -+- 0 
m,n m,n 
gives us an exact sequence of algebra cohomology ([L]) which in 
tnis case reduces to 
0 -+- k [A] /Der -+- H 1 (k, A ; A ) +H 1 (k, k (A]; k [A]) -+-0. 
m,n m,n m,n 
Therefore 
"t'c 
m,n 
= d i.mkH 1 ( k , A ; A ) = 2S - m - n + 1 . Since m, n m, n 
C is quasi-homogeneous j..L = "t' ( [G]) and the Milnor number of 
m,n 
C is also 2S- m- n + 1. This generalizes the formula of m,n 
Kouchnirenko. 
Let v1 , ... ,vr' 1 "r 'd, be the minimal elements of P-{o} 
for a given A. Give them indices such that 
and set = m 1 and v = m2 . There exist integers r+1 e. ~ such 
that (The ei are called the multiplicity 
of the vi). One can prove, using only simple vector algebra that 
r 
Le.=6+r. 
. 1 ~ ~= 
Laudal and Sletsj¢e prove in [L & s] that 
- 20 -
d-1 if r=l 
r 
( ~e.)- 2 if r>2 
. 1 l l= 
We have thus a formula relating deformations of c 
m,n 
on X and 
deformations of X: 
d imkDe f { C ex } ( k [ e:]) = mnd - m - n - -.X + r 
m,n-
Finally, here are 2 examples. Corollary 1 and 2 have the nice 
property, that given k[A] and f , ·we can find the basis and 
m,n 
the dimension of Def { C eX} (k [ e:)) by just lo.oking at a dia-
m,n-
gram. 
Example 1 
Let m1 = ( 2, 1 ) , ~ = ( 1 , 3) I ITF2 and n=2. He have the 
following picture 
a 
., 
J 
1 
The shaded area is p and we see that 
k[A]=k[xy 3 ,xy2,xy 1 x2y] 
A = k[A)/(x4yZ+xZyo) 
m1n 
/\ v d= 5 1 a : ( 2 1 3 ) 1 a = ( 2 1 2 ) 1 
and the points satisfying condition L are: (2,3), (2,2) and 
( 1 , 2) , so 6=3. 
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The points with an X are the monomials in Der 
m1n 
dimk Der { C c:X } ( k ( c:]} = 2 • 2 • 5 - 2 - 2 - 3 + 2 = 1 5 and the 
m1 n-. 
basis is 
{ l Xy Xy 2 xy 3 x 2 y x z y 2 1 x 2 y 3 1 x 2 y 4 1 · x 1 y 5 , I I I I . I 
. 
Example 2 
Let rn1 = ( l 1 0) I ~ = ( 1 1 6) I ITF3 and n=2 . 
12 
II 
'1 
J 
l 
k [A ]=k [ xy6 1 xy 5 1 xy 4 1 xy 3 1 xy·l~ xy 1 x] 
A = k[A]/(x~yl2~x3) 
m 1 n 
d=6 1 ~ = (l 15) 1 ~ = (1 ,1). TI1e points satisfying condition L are 
all the points in ·P-{0}, i.e. (1 1 1) 1 (1,2) 1 (1 13)1 (1 1 4) and 
( 1 1 5) 1 50 6=5 
The points x'ed out are in Der . 
m1n 
dirnkDer{c c:x}(k[E]) = 3 • 2 • 6- 3- 2- 5 + 2 = 28 
m1 n-
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